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QCA Sections 3 and 4

This is a picture
taken from a book.
What do you notice
about the picture?

The Toy Shop Then and Now

How do we know that some toys are old?
Old Toys

Did you guess
that it is from
an old book?
How did you
know?

Old or New (pictures to talk about)

Do you think it is a picture from an old book or
a new book?

Old books can tell us lots of information just by
looking at the pictures.

Did you guess what
the story in this old
book was about?
It was about a toyshop.

Have you ever been to a big toy store like this one?

The picture is from a very old reading book.
The reading book is more than 40 years old.
Perhaps some of your parents, teachers or
grandparents will remember learning to read
with one of these books!

What kind of toys would you
expect to see in your toy shop?
You might see some of these…

Here are some more
pictures from the book.
What do you notice
about the kind of toys
on sale in the toyshop?
Are they the same or
different to toys you
would expect to see in a
toyshop now?

Here is another picture
from a different book.
It is a picture
of toys.

This is a
photograph of a
little girl. The
photograph was
taken 50 years
ago so now the
little girl is
grown up and
she is nearly 60
years old.
Now she is a
grandma!

How is
this little
girl’s doll
different?

Do you have a toy shop near to where you live?

Or like this?
Would you have
seen toys like this
in a toy shop a
long time ago or
would you see
them in a toy shop
now?

Would
you see
toys like
this in
your toy
shop?

How do you know?

How is
Her doll got broken this little
and was thrown
girl’s doll
away a long time different?
ago.

Do you ever play at
washing your dolls?
Do you wash them
with real water?

Its ‘hair’ was
painted and so was
its mouth.

This little girl used to
wash her doll but
when its rubber arms
and legs were wet
they got very sticky.

It had rubber arms
and legs and a
stuffed cloth body.

What kind of toys
can you see in the
picture?

She had to put
talcum powder on
the rubber to stop it
sticking and tearing.

Do the dolls
look like dolls
you would see
in a toy shop
today?

How is
this little
girl’s doll
different?

This is a
modern doll.

How is this
little girl’s doll
different?

The very first dolls were
carved out of pieces of
wood.

Here are some peg dolls.
You could make a
peg doll using
pegs like these.

Would you
like a doll
made of
wood?

Then you
could glue
clothes
onto your
doll.

Do you
think it
looks
cuddly?

Did you guess that
this is a very old
toy?

Old or new?

It is a clockwork
toy. The clockwork
mechanism inside
moves Mickey’s
arm so that he
turns a handle to
make Minnie dance
to a tune.
It is 70 years old.

Old or new?

Are these toys old or new? How do you know?

What sort of toys are these?
Are they toys from a long time ago or could you
buy them in the shops now?
How do you know?

This is a photograph of children playing. It was
taken 50 years ago. What are they playing with?

Old or new?

Did your gran and
grandad have toys
like these to play
with when they
were little?

Old or new?

These toy
cars have
batteries.
They were
made 50
years ago.
They were all made a very long time ago
and they are all made of tin.

Old or new?
These robots
were made
40 years
ago.

These toys were made a long time ago.

Objectives: Children should learn
•that oral sources and museum displays can be used to find out about the past
Activities:
•Ask a visitor to speak about, and show, some toys from when he or she was small.
Encourage the children to ask questions.
•Or, visit a toy museum. Ask the children to make a 'picture list' of old toys, babies'
toys, metal toys, wooden toys, etc.

QCA
Outcomes:
•ask questions about toys in the past
•infer information about toys in the past by studying old toys

Section Three

•Points to note:
Prepare the children before the visitor arrives by helping them to choose suitable
questions to ask.
The Museum of Childhood in Bethnal Green, London, may be a good source of
information and resources. (see links slide)

Children collected toys like this 50 years
ago to make a zoo to play with.

Picture lists are an accessible record of what the children find out. They form a useful
starting point for discussions about the visit.

Toys of the Past Bedford Museum Links
Museum of Childhood Online activities Link
Museum of Childhood Things to make Link
Museum of Childhood Toy Collections Link
Make your own toy circus Link
Paper doll link
Online build a toy and play a game Link
Toys and Games from the Past Link
TopMarks Victorian Toys PowerPoint Link
Toys PowerPoint Link

Do you have a
train set. Does it
look like the one in
the photograph?

www.ks1resources.co.uk

Objectives: Children should learn:
•to use everyday words and phrases to describe an artefact
•to speak about everyday objects in the past

QCA Section Four

Activities:
Encourage the children to talk to a parent/carer/grandparent about the toys they
had when they were small. Ask them to bring one of these toys to school if they
can. How are they different from toys today? How are they similar to toys today?
Why are there differences?
Ask the children to describe the toy they are holding or 'tell its story'. Who did it
belong to? Has it had any adventures? etc.
Outcomes: Children
•describe the characteristics of old toys
•speak about toys that belonged to their parents and grandparents
•Teachers might need to supplement this collection with a selection of toys, for
instance from a museum's loan service.
•Old children's books and reading schemes can provide useful visual sources of
toys from the 1950s, 1960s and 1970s. The pictures can be cut out and
mounted on cards.

